December Pre-School Theme: Storytelling

A picture is worth a thousand words. These photos tell the story of our Storytelling theme at the Children’s School and express just how much we learn from our explorations!

Focus Books

Extended Morning Teachers: Mrs. Bird, Miss Dzina, Mrs. Loomis and Mrs. Opferman
The friends practice cooperation by being a good audience while watching the performance of Delicious.

Betty Lou, Ada and Chloe use their finger strength to rip cabbage to add to our soup.

Mio, Ada, Nevin, Simon, Marina and Betty Lou re-tell the story of Delicious.

Simon practices writing his name in his finger paint.
Science

Type to enter text

Jacob mixes yellow and red finger paint to create orange...... the color of pumpkin soup.

Atticus focuses on the shapes of the puzzle pieces to successfully complete the puzzle.

Math
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Felix, Archie, Will, Wally, Poppy and JamieAnn practice counting and sorting goldfish crackers.

Social Studies
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Noah creates a drawing on the dry erase easel.

Peter and Rowan remember our safety rule when using the choppers, "hands on top when you chop, chop, chop".

Wally draws vegetables to add to his healthy soup.

Poppy puts together a puzzle representing a healthy meal with all the food groups included.